2.Before commencing cutting
ensure that the area behind
the intended location is clear
of all cables, pipes and joists.
Once clear, cut out the section
along the previously marked lines.
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3.Remove 2 heat lamps from the
bathroom heater. Unfasten the
fascia retaining spring clips inside
the housing ,and remove the fascia.
Connect the ducting if required to
the outer grill of the unit. Insert the
unit into the square hole being sure
to pull the side springs inward so that the body can pass
through the hole without damaging the plaster. Ensure that
the unit is held securely in place by the clips. If required,
additional screws can be used to aid holding the unit in the
ceiling. Screw holes are provided in the flange for this purpose.

4.Hold the fascia against the
body of the heater and the
ceiling and attach the securing
spring clips to hold the fascia in
place.
INSTALLATION
1.The unit may be mounted
either between joists using the
inbuilt clip fasteners or against
a joist using a screw through
the fl ange plate. Use this card
in its open state as a template.
Place in the required location and mark out the hole cutting size.
Hole size is 355mm x 200mm .

5.Now screw in the two large
heat lamps into the lamp holder
through the holes provided in the
fascia. The globes should be
screwed up firmly to ensure a
good electrical contact but don’t
over tighten.
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Before inserting the unit into the
hole in the ceiling, pull the bar
clamps inward on the edges
of unit. Then push the body of
the unit into the hole, duct side
first. Tighten the screws clockwise.
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Ensure that the unit is held securely by the bar clamps.

Notice: This instruction manual is also a cut out template.

